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ABSTRACT 
Rieger asked in 1951 if there exists a free cOITlplete Boolean 
algebra on W cOITlplete generators. Crawley and Dean proved in 
1955 that there does not exist a free cOITlplete lattice on three cOITlplete 
generators, but their ITlethod does not extend to Boolean algebras. 
In this thesis Rieger's question is answered in the negative. The 
following ITlore general result is then proved. Let y be an infinite 
regular cardinal. Then there does not exist a free cOITlplete weakly 
(y, (0) distributive Boolean algebra on y cOITlplete generators. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of algebraic systems it i s often useful to inv estigate 
a "free" system of a given type, i. e. a system which has any other 
system of that type as a homomorphic image. Intuitively, one may look 
upon it as the "least constrained" system of the given type. Thus free 
groups, free Abelian groups, free lattices, and free Boolean algebras 
have been inv estigated extensively. In each of the abov e cases there 
is no difficulty in proving the existence of such a free system. The 
polynomial method of Birkhoff (1), p. viii, yields the desired result. 
If we consider algebraic systems which have operations applica b l e 
to arbitrarily many arguments, however, such as complete lattices 
and complete Boolean algebras, even a generalization of this polynomial 
method may not suffice to prove the existence of a free system. The 
difficulty in such cases arises from the fact that the "algebra" formed 
may have too many elements, i. e. may not be a set. Crawley and 
Dean (2) have in fact shown that there does not exist a free complete 
lattice on three complete generators. Their proof, reproduced in 
Chapter 3, depends upon an effective characterization of when two for-
mally distinct polynomials are actually equal. 
In 1951 Rieger (3) asked whether or not there exists a free com-
plete Boolean algebra on w complete generators. The technique of 
Crawley and Dean does not apply. Rieger'S question is answered in the 
negative in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The method inv olves constructing 
a class of examples which establish the inequality of certain formally 
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distinct polynomials. This result was obtained independently by 
H. Gaifman (4) and the author in the summer of 1961. 
In Chapter 5 the following more general result is proved in a 
similar fashion. Let y be an infinite regular cardinal. Then there 
does not exist a free complete weakly (y. (0) distributive Boolean 
algebra on y complete generators. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 
In this thesis lattice (also Boolean algebra) unions and inter-
sections are denoted by U and n re spectivel y. Set unions and inter-
sections are denoted by V and 1\ respectively. In either case in-
clusion and proper inclusion are denoted by .,; and < respectively. 
If A is a subset of a given set or an element of a Boolean algebra, its 
complement is denoted by A c. Ordinal numbers are usually denoted 
by small Greek letters and small Latin letters. Cardinal numbers are 
identified with the corresponding initial ordinals. 
Let a be an infinite cardinal. A lattice (or Boolean algebra) 
L is said to be weakly a-complete if every subset of L with cardinality 
less than a has a least upper bound (union) and a greatest lower bound 
(intersection) in L. A sublattice (subalgebra) L' of a lattice (Boolean 
algebra) L is said to be a weakly a-complete sublattice (subalgebra) 
if unions and intersections in L of subsets of L' with cardinality less 
than a lie in L'. A sublattice (subalgebra) L' of a lattice (Boolean 
algebra) L is said to be a weakly a-regular sublattice (subalgebra) 
if unions and intersections in L' of subsets of L' of cardinality less 
than a are also unions and intersections in L. A field of subsets of 
a set S (a collection of subsets of S closed under finite union, finite 
intersection, and complementation, and hence a Boolean algebra) is 
said to be a weakly a-complete field of sets if it is a weakly a-complete 
subalgebra of the Boolean algebra of all subsets of S. 
If A is a subset of a lattice (Boolean algebra) L, then the sub-
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lattice (suba lgebra) of L weakly a.-generated by A is the sm.allest 
weakly a.-com.plete sublattice (subalgebra) of L containing A. If S 
is a set and A is a collection of subsets of S, the field of sets weakly 
a.-generated by A is the subalgebra of the Boolean algebra of all sub-
sets of S weakly a.-generated by A. The word "generated" is used 
as an abbreviation for the words "weakly w-generated. 11 
A hom.om.orphism. of a lattice (Boolean algebra) L is said to be 
a weakly a.-com.plete hom.om.orphism. if it preserve s unions and inter-
sections of subsets of L with cardinality less than a.. 
A lattice (Boolean algebra) which is weakly a.-com.plete for 
every a. is called com.plete. A sublattice (subalgebra) of a lattice 
(Boolean algebra) which is a weakly a.-com.plete sublattice (subalgebra) 
for every a. is called a com.plete sublattice (subalgebra). A sublattice 
(subalgebra) of a lattice (Boolean algebra) which is a weakly a.-regular 
sublattice (subalgebra) for every a. is called a regular sublattice (sub-
algebra). If A is a subset of a lattice (Boolean algebra) L, the sm.all-
est com.plete sublattice (subalgebra) of L containing A is called the 
sublattice (subalgebra) com.pletely generated by A. A hom.om.orphism. 
of a lattice (Boolean algebra) which is a weakly a.-com.plete hom.om.or-
phism. for every a is called a com.plete hom.om.orphism.. 
Any lattice L m.ay be em.bedded as a regular sublattice of a 
* com.plete lattice L , the " nor m.al com.pletion ll of L. This was proved 
by MacNeille (5). Stone (6) and Glivenko (7) have shown that if L is a 
* Boolean algebra, then L is a Boolean algebra. 
Let y be a non-zero cardinal. A lattice (Boolean algebra) L 
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is said to be a free lattic e (Boolean algebra) on " generators if L 
contains a subset A of cardinality equal to " which 
gene;rates L, and if any mapping f of A onto a subset A' of a 
lattice (Boolean algebra) L' which generates L ' can be extended 
* to a homomorphism f of L onto L'. 
A free lattice on " generators can also be defined in a manner 
which automatically establishes its existence. We denote the generators 
by a
o
' a l , ... , ai' . .. where 0 .:; i < ". Then polynomials of rank r 
for each finite r are defined inductively as follows. 
Definition 1. F or each i with 0.:; i < ". a. is a polynomial of 1 
rank r(a.) = O. If A is a finite set of polynomials previously defined, 
1 
and if A has cardinality n, then the symbols UA and n A are 
polynomials of rank r(U A) == r(n A) = max (n, zna~ [r(A) + 1) ). 
AET( 
The collection of all such polynomials is denoted by L ('f). We 
w 
now define a valuation of L (,,) as a mapping f of {a.:O ':; i< ,,} onto 
w 1 
a subset of a lattice L which generates L. Such an f can be extended 
*1 1/1 U * * in a natural way (f (\..Yl ) = f (A), etc.) to a mapping f from 
AEA 
Lw( ,,) to L. If Al and A 2 lie in Lw( ,,), and if, for every valuation 
* . * f of L
w
(")' we have f (AI) = f (A 2 ), then Al and A2 are said to be 
equal. Then L (,,) is a lattice in the natural manner (under U and 
w 
and moreover it is a free lattice on the " generators a .. 
1 
We can extend Definition I as follows: if A is a previously de-
fined polynomial, then the symbol A c is a polynomial of rank r(A c) = 
r(A) + 1. We denote the extended collection of polynomials by B (,,). 
w 
A valuation of Bw(") is defined as a mapping f of {ai : 0 .:; i < ,,} onto 
a subset of a Boolean algebra B which generates B. Equality in B
w
(") 
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is then defined analogously to that in Lw(Y). Bw(Y) thus becom.es, III 
the natural way, a free Boolean algebra on the y generators a i · 
A free Boolean algebra on y generators can also be described 
as follows. Let S = 2 y, i. e. the set of all functions from. y to {O, I}. 
For each p less than y, let e be the evaluation m.ap corresponding p 
to p; i. e., if f is in S, then e (f) = f(p). Then the subsets of S p 
-1 
of the form. e p (1), for p < y, generate a field of subsets of S. 
field of subsets is a free Boolean algebra on the y generators 
In this thesis we shall be chiefly concerned with free com.plete 
lattices and free com.plete Boolean algebras, defined as follows. Let 
y be a non-zero cardinal. A complete lattice (Boolean algebra) L is 
said to be a free com.plete lattice (Boolean algebra) on y com.plete 
generators if L contains a subset A of cardinality equal to y 
which com.pletely generates L, and if any m.apping f of A onto 
a subset A' of a com.plete lattice (Boolean algebra) L' which com.-
pletely generates L' can be extended to a com.plete hom.om.orphism. 
f* of L onto L'. 
We can attempt as above to define a free com.plete lattice on y 
com.plete generators in term.s of (infinite) polynom.ials, thus establishing 
the existence of such a system.. We denote the generators by 
a o' aI' . . . , ai' . .. where 0 ~ i < y. Then polynom.ials of rank r for 
each ordinal r are defined inductively as follows. 
Definition 2. For each i with 0 ~ i < y, a. is a polynom.ial of 
1 
rank r(a . ) = o. If;l( is a set of polynom.ials previously defined, and 
1 
if A has cardinality 13, then the sym.bols U /{ and n;l( are poly-
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nomials of rank r{ljA) = r()A) = max ([3, sup [r{A) + 1] ). 
AE./t 
The collection of all such polynomials is denoted by L{ y). A 
valuation of L{y) is defined as a mapping f of {a.:O ~ i < y} onto 
1 
a subset of a complete lattice L which completely generates L. 
Such an f can be extended in a natural way (£* {UA) = U t{A) , etc.) 
~ AE.A 
to a mapping [ from L{ y) to L. If Al and A Z lie in L{ y), and if, 
* * for every valuation f of L{y), we have f (AI) = f (A Z)' then Al and 
A Z are said to be equal. At this point we are in trouble, however, for 
we cannot say that L{y) is a complete lattice in the natural manner . 
It may (after the identification of equal elements) not be a set, but a 
proper class instead--i. e., it may hav e too many elements. 
If L{ y) (after identifications) is a set, then in the natural man-
ner {under U ,n } it is a free complete lattice on y complete genera-
tors. If there does exist a free complete lattice on y c omplete genera-
tors, then its cardinality is an upper bound for the cardinality of any 
complete lattice with y complete generators. Finally, suppose any 
complete lattice on y complete generators has cardinality less than 
or equal to [3. Let [3' be the smallest cardinal greater than [3, and 
let L[3'{Y) be the collection of polynomials in L{y) with rank less than 
[3'. It is easily shown, by induction on [3', that L[3'{Y) is a set. Then 
L[3'{Y) (after identifications), in the natural manner, is a weakly [3'-
c omplete lattice with y complete generators. Its normal completion 
~~ 
L[3'{Y) is complete and has y c omplete generators--hence the cardi-
* nalityof L[3'{Y) is less than or equal to [3. But then L[3'{Y) (after 
identifications) has cardinality les s than or e qual to [3. This implie s 
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that any U or n of elements of L J3 ,('y) is equal to an element of 
L J3 ,(y). Thus. by induction on its rank, every polynomial in L(y) is 
equal to one in L J3 ,(y), so L(y) (after identifications) is a set . 
We can extend Definition 2 in the same way we pre v iously 
extended Definition 1: if A is a previously defined polynomial, then 
the symbol A C is a polynomial of rank r(Ac) = r(A) + 1. We denote 
the extended collection of polynomials by B(y). A valuation of B(y) 
is defined as a mapping f of {a.:O <f; i < y} onto a subset of a complete 
1 
Boolean algebra B which completely generates B. Equality in B(y) is 
then defined analogously to that in L(y). The conclusions of the pre-
ceeding paragraph carry over--i . e. the following are equivalent: B(y) 
(after identifications) is a set; B(y) is a free complete Boolean algebra 
on y complete generators; there exist a free complete Boolean algebra 
on y complete generators; and the cardinality of complete Boolean 
algebras with y complete generators is bounded. 
To prove the nonexistence of a free complete lattice (Boolean 
algebra) on y complete generators we need only show that the cardi-
nality of complete lattices (Boolean algebras) on y complete generators 
is unbounded. Alternatively, we may exhibit an ordinal-indexed col-
lection (hence not a set) of pairwise unequal polynomials in L(y) 
(B(y) ), proving inequality by exhibiting an appropriate valuation for 
each pair. The actual method used is a combination of the two; in the 
more difficult case, for Boolean algebras (Chapters 4 and 5). the choice 
of the polynomials suggests the method of constructing complete Boolean 
algebras with y complete generators of arbitrarily large cardinality. 
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These complete Boolean algebras, in turn, establish the pairwise In-
equality of the chosen polynomials. 
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Ill. FREE COMPLETE LATTICES 
In this chapter we investigate the existence of a free cOITlplete 
lattice on Y cOITlplete generators. A free lattice on one generator 
is finite, consisting of one eleITlent (the polynoITlial a in L (1)). A 
o w 
free lattice on two generators is also finite, consisting of four eleITlents 
(the polynoITlials n {ao' all, a o' aI' and U {ao' all in L w(2)). Thus 
they coincide, respectively, with free cOITlplete lattices on one and two 
cOITlplete generator s. 
Crawley and Dean (2) have shown that there does not exist a free 
cOITlplete lattice on t hree cOITlplete generators. Their proof is repro-
duced here. The first step is to define inductively a partial order on 
L(3). 
Definition 1. If A, B lie in L(3), then A '" B . if and only if one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5) 
A == B == a. for SOITle 0 .", i < 3, 
1 
A==UA and Ar 
'" 
B for SOITle 
A==nA and A' 
'" 
B for all A' 
B ==U13 and A 
'" 
B' for all B' 
B == n13 and A 
'" 
B' for s OITle 
A' In A , 
In A, 
In 13, 
B' in 13. 
We establish SOITle eleITlentary properties of "' . 
Le ITlITla 1. Let A == U A. B == n 13, and C be pol ynoITlials in 
L(3). Then 
(1) If 0 .", i < 3, a. '" B iITlplies a. '" Br for SOITle B' in 13, 
1 1 
and A '" a. iITlplies A' '" a. for SOITle Ar in A. 
1 1 
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(2) A ~ B implies either A ~ B' for some B I III /3 or 
AI ~ B for some AI in A . 
(3) C ~ A implies C ~ AI for all AI III A, and B ~ C 
implies B' ~ C for all B' in /3. 
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are clear from Definition 1 
above. We pr·ov e the first half of (3) by induction on r(C); the second 
half will follow by duality. If r(C) = 0, then C== a. for some i with 
1 
o .os;; i < 2, and the result follows from part 4 of Definition 1. Assume 
the result for all CI with r(CI) less than j, and suppose we have 
C ~ A with r(C) = j. If C == U C, then either part 2 or part 4 of 
Definition 1 applies. If part 4 applies, we are done. If part 2 applies, 
there is a CI in C such that CI ~ A. But then r(CI) is less than 
/ 
j, so by induction hypothesis CI ~ AI for all AI in A . Thus C ~ AI 
for all A I in A by part 2 of Definition 1. A similar proof applies if 
We now prove that ~ is a partial order. 
Lemma 2. For A, B, C in L(3), we have 
(1) A ~ A and 
(2) A ~ Band B ~ C imply A ~ C. 
Proof. (1) If A == a. with O .os;; i < 3, part 1 of Definition 1 gives 
1 
the re sult. Suppose (1) is true for all A I with r(A ') Ie s s than j, and 
suppose r(A) = j. If A == UA, then AI ~ AI for all AI in A by in-
duction hypothesis. Parts 2 and 4 of Definition 1 then give A ~ A. A 
similar proof applies if A ==n A . 
(2) We prov e this. by induction on the ordered triples 
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<r(A),r(B),r(C», ordered lexicographically. When <r(A),r(B),r(C»= 
< \l, 0, ° > . part 1 of Definition 1 applies. We assume that (2) is true for 
all triples less than < j. j'. j" > , 
and that <r(A),r(B),r(C»=<j,j',j" > wi.th A ~ B and B ~ CK There 
are ten cases to consider: (i) j = j' = 0, C = UC; (ii) j = j' = 0, 
C =n C; (iii) j' = 0, A =UA; (iv) j' = 0, A =nA; (v) B = U.8, jll= 0; 
(vi) B=U.8. C=UC;(vii ) B=U.8, C=nC; and the duals of (v), 
(vi), and (v ii). We give proofs of (i) and (vii); the proofs of the other 
cases are very similar. 
(i) j = j' = 0, C =U C. Since B ~ C, it follows that B ~ CJ 
for all C' in C. But < r(A),r(B),r(C') > is less than <j,j',j" >, 
so that A ~ C' for all C' in C by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
A ~ C. 
(vii) B=U.8, C =n c. Since B ~ C, we have either B ~ C' 
for some C' in C :or BJ ~ C for some BJ in .8. In the first case, 
by the induction hypothesis, A ~ C', and hence A ~ C. In the second 
case, Lemma 1 gives A ~ B'. Then, again by the induction hypothesis, 
A ~ C. 
We have thus shown that ~ is reflexive and transitive, and is 
therefore a partial order (where we identify A and B if and only if 
A ~ Band B ~ A). If A is a subset of L(3), then U A and n A 
are, respectively, the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of 
A under this partial order (this follows from Definition 1 and Lemma 2, 
Part 1). Thus, if ~ is an infinite regular cardinal, and i~EPF the 
subset of L(3) consisting of polynomials of length less than ~I i~EPF 
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is a weakly f3-complete lattice with three c omplete generators (under 
* the partial ordering). Its normal completion Lf3(3) is a complete 
lattic e with three complete generators. Thus, if A, B in L(3) are 
not identified by ;:> (i. e. not both A ;:> B and B ;:> A), then, taking 
greater than max (r(A), r(B) ), A and B are unequal in the natural 
valuation of L(3) in * L
f3
(3), and henc e A and B are une qual in the 
sense of Chapter 2. Finally, by induction on the ordered pairs 
f3 
< r(A), r(B) >, ordered lexicographically, it is easy to show that A ;:> B 
* * implies f (A) ;:> f (B) for all valuations f of L(3). Thus elements 
in L(3) are identified by ;:> if and only if they are equal in the sense 
of Chapter 2, i. e. coincide in every v aluation. Thus Definition 1 gives 
us an effective meJhod of deciding when two polynomials in L(3) are 
equal. 
For convenience we write, for A, B in L(3). AUB;: BljA ;: 
U{A, B} and A(lB;: BnA;: n {A, B}. 
Now define polynomials x . in L(3) for all ordinals i as 
1 
follows: 
Xo - a o' 
xi+l ;: alrEalnEaOrEalnEalr~aOnxiFFFFFD 
and, if i is a limit ordinal, 
x. ;: U {x.:j<i} 
1 J 
We next prove that the x. are a pairwise "unequal" collection 
1 
of polynomials. 
Lemma 3. If i < j, x . ;:> x. but x . I x . . J 1 1 J 
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Proof. We first prove two preliminary statements: 
(a) If 0 < i. then xi fo al' a Z and a o' aI' a Z fo xi' We easily 
verify that, for 0 < i. aoU (aln(azUao) '" xi '" aOU(aln a Z)' From 
this (a) follows. 
(b) If A, B are in L(3). then ao U a
z 
'" A, B '" a Z and 
aOU(aln A) '" aOU (aln B) imply aln A '" aln B . Suppose 
aOU( aln A) '" aoU (alnB) '" aln B. Then if aOU(aln A) '" aI' we 
have aoU a z '" aoU A '" aI' a contradiction. If aoU (alnA) '" B. we 
have aoU a l '" a Z' a contradiction. Ii a o '" alU B. we have a o '" aln a Z' 
a contradiction. Thus the only remaining alternative is a fl A '" aln B. 
Note that (b) is valid if a
o
' al' and a Z are permuted. 
Now from (a) it is clear that x. '" x , x fo x., for 0 < i. Sup-
1 0 0 1 
pose that j < k implies Xj .,,; ~ whenever k < i. Ii i is a limit 
ordinal then x. = U {x.:j < i} '" x. for all j < i. If . i a nd i~iar e nut- limit 
1 J J 
ordinals, x . 1 '" x. Z implies a U( aln(aZU (a n(a I I (aznx. 1))))) '" 1- 1- 0 0 tJ 1-
a JJ EalnEawrEalnEalrEafy_~FFFI i. e. Xi '" xi_I" If i-I is a limit 
ordinal, then xi= aOU( aln(aZU (aOn(alU( aZn xi _l ))))) '" 
aO U (aln(aZU(aon (alJ (aznXj))))) = x j +l for all j < i-I, and hence 
x . ", U {x.: j < i-I} = x. 1 '" x. for all j < i. Thus, by induction. 
1 J 1 - J 
Xj .,,; x k whenever j < k. 
To show this inclusion is proper, assume the contrary. Then 
there is a smallest ordinal i such that x . '" x. far Borne j < i. Then J 1 
i is not a limit ordinal, since otherwise xi= U {xk : k < i } .,,; Xj im-
plies Xj '" x j +l ' a contradiction to the minimality of i. Suppose J is 
not a limit ordinal. Then Xj = aoU (aln(aZU (aOn(al U( aZn Xj_l)))))' 
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and successive applications of (b) give x j _l ~ aflxj _l ~ a2nxi_l. If 
j-l is not a limit ordinal, x j _l f a 2 and a o' a l f a 2nxi _l imply that 
x. 1 ~ x. l' a contradiction. If j-l is a limit ordinal, then x. 1 ~ J - 1- J-
a 2, Xi_I' and hence ~ ~ a 2nxi _l for some k < j-1. Continuing in this 
way if k is a limit ordinal, we get a descending chain of ordinals 
which must end in a finite number of steps at an ordinal k', not a limit 
d · 1 B t th b >- n . 1· ::. or lna. u en, as a ove, ~D DDDD a 2 xi_l lmp les x k ' ~ xi_I' a 
contradiction. Finally, if j is a limit ordinal, we conclude from 
Xj i aI' a 2 and xj=U {~: k<j } ~ xi= aiJ (aln{a2U{aOn{alU{a2nxi_l))))) 
that ~ ~ xi for some k < j. If k is a limit ordinal we repeat the pro-
ces s to obtain a de scending chain of ordinals which must end in a finite 
number of steps at an ordinal k', not a limit ordinal. This is just the 
preceding case, however, and hence yields a contradiction. Thus 
X. ~ x. but x. f x. whenever i < j. J 1 1 J 
We are now in a position to prove 
Theorem 1. There does not exist a free complete lattice on 
three complete generators. 
Proof. From Lemma 3 the x. form an ordinal indexed coI-
l 
lection (hence not a set) of pairwise unequal polynomials in L(3). Alter-
natively, given any infinite regular cardinal 13, * L 13(3) is a complete 
lattice with three complete generators and has cardinality greater than 
~ 
or equal to 13 (since i~EPF contains the 13 unequal elements xi' for 
i < 13). Thus the cardinality of complete lattices with three complete 
generators is unbounded. 
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IV. FREE COMPLETE BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
We now investigate the existence of a free complete Boolean 
algebra on '( complete generators. 1£ n is finite, the free Boolean 
algebra on n generators is finite, and in fact is isomorphic to the 
collection of all subsets of a set of cardinality n. It therefore coincides 
with the free complete Boolean algebra on n complete generators. 
We now prove that there does not exist a free complete Boolean 
algebra on w complete generators. To do this we would like to use a 
technique similar to that of Chapter 3, but this does not appear to be 
possible. In Chapter 3 we were able to give an effective method of de-
ciding when two polynomials were equivalent. The prese.ace of the dis-
tributive law in Boolean algebras appears to p revent this. We must 
therefore use a more subtle te chnique . 
The first step is to choose an ordinal indexed collection of poly-
nomials in B(w) which we wish to prove pairwise unequal. To do this 
we must first establish how strong a distributivity condition holds in 
Boolean algebras. Theorem 1 is due to Tarski (8) and Von Neumann (9), 
Appendix, p. 7. 
Theorem 1. A Boolean algebra is continuous; that is, whenever 
exists, we have n (aUb.) exists, and 
iEI 1 
aU n b.) = n (ail .) 
iEI 1 iEI 1 
(and dually) 
Proof. Trivially we have aU( n b.) ~ 
iE I 1 
Now assume x ~ aUbi for all i in 1. Then 
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acf h o for all iO. Then a cn x.;; n (acn bo) = a cf'1 ( n bo) . 
1 i~ I I 1 i t I 1 
a U (ac n x ) .;; a U (acn ( n bo) ), so aIJc ';; tj( n b o). so x .;; 
i~ 1 iO 1 
a U ( n bo). Thus a U ( I I bo) is the greatest lower bound of \q 1 °E I 1 
so a U ( n b o) = n (aLtbo). The dual is proved similarly. 
iE I 1 iE I 1 
Thus 
{aU b o: iE I}, 
1 
We now ask if, in a Boolean algebra, a stronger distributive law 
than c ontinuity holds. The following theorem shows that the answer is 
no. 
Theor e m Z. A continuous lattice can be regularly embedded in 
a Boolean algeb r a. 
Proof. Let L be a c ontinuous latt ice. Since L is distributiv e 
it is isomorphic to a collection C of subsets of a set S under f inite set 
union and inte r section (Birkhoff (I) , p. 140). We now look at the field 
F of subsets of S generated by C. Then F is a Boolean algebra 
in whic h C (or L) is embedded. To show this embedding is r egular , 
let {co:iEI} be a collect ion of elements in C with least upper bound c 
1 
in C . Suppose f in F is an upper bound f or {c o :iE I}. We may 
1 
wr ite f as E£lsf~F1yE£Psf~F lyo .. AE£wn_ lsf~nFD where n is finite 
and £. is either tP (the null set). S, or an element of C (this follows 
1 
from the way F was construc ted) . Then flV f~ is an upper bound 
for {co :iEI}. Now, since the lattice C is c ontinuous , we hav e 
1 
fzn ( U Co) = U (£zn co ). But since Co ';; flV f~ for all iEI, we have 
iE I 1 iE I 1 1 
fz n c i .;; fznE£lrf~F = fZ n f l for all i €.I. Thus ~f (£zn c i ) .;; fZn f l · 
In other words f Zn( U co) .;; fzn f l · Thus f~r E£wn E U co)) .;; iE I 1 iE I 1 f~rE£wnflFD or f~rE i~ c i ) .;; f~rfl o This implies c .;; f~sfr 
Similarly, for 1 .;; k .;; n. c .;; fZk_lV f~kK Thus c.;; f. We have there-
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fore proved that c is still the least upper bound for {c.:i€I} in F. 
1 
A dual argument shows that all greatest lower bounds are preserved, 
so C is regularly embedded in F. 
It is easy to show, using continuity and inducting on r(A), that 
any polynomial A in B(w) is equal to a polynomial of the form 
(a nB)U(ac nC), 
o 0 
where neither a nor a c appear in either B or 
o 0 
C. But if we define x = a , 
o 0 ~ = EuonBFrx~nCFI x 2 = (xln B)U(xfb, 
23 
... , we obtain at most 2 unequal x.'s, since 22 3 is the size of a 
1 
free Boolean algebra on three generators (a ,B, C). Thus we cannot 
o 
choose our polynomials in as simple a way as we did in Chapter 3. 
Roughly, we cannot build just one chain (or a finite number of chains) , 
but must instead build w chains simultaneously. 
First, for notational convenience, let us relabel our w genera-
tors. We thus suppose that the set of generators is 
{a K=l~j<w} s{b .. :i*jIl~iIj<w}K 
0, J I, J We define polynomials 
where i is arbitrary and j < w, as follows: 
and, if i is a limit ordinal, 
a .. = n{ak .:0 ~ k < i} 1, J , J 
a. ., 
I, J 
We wish to show that, for fixed j, the a. . are pairwise un-
1, J 
equal. To do this we construct, for each cardinal a, a field of sets 
containing elements A. . (for 0 ~ j < w, 0 ~ i .::; a) and B .. (for 
1, J 1, J 
o ~ i,j < w, i * j), with A .. < A . , . whenever i > i'. We take the 
1, J 1 ,J 
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normal completion of this field of sets. We then show, if f is the 
valuation such that f(a .) = A . for 0 ~ j < wand f(b .. ) = B .. 
0, J 0, J 1, J 1, J 
* for 0 ~ i.j < w, i* j, that f (a .. ) = A .. for 0 ~ j < w, 0 ~ i ~ a. 
1, J 1, J 
This establishes that, for fixed j. the a .. are pairwise unequal. 
1, J 
We have also, in the process, constructed complete Boolean algebras 
with w complete generators of arbitrarily large cardinality. 
Our construction will, in fact, be more general. depending on 
a cardinal parameter y (the number of complete generators) in addition 
to a. The case y = w is the relevant one for this Chapter. The 
general construction will be used in Chapter 5. 
Let a, y be infinite cardinals with y regular. 2 Let 13 = y + a· y, 
and S = 213, i. e. the set of all functions from 13 to {O, I}. For each 
0< 13, let eo be the evaluation map corresponding to 0; i. e., if f 
is in S, eo(f) = f(o). Note that each 0 < 13 can be uniquely written in 
one of the following forms: y. i + j, where 0 ~ i, j < y; or y2 + a' j + i, 
where 0 ~ j < Y and 0 ~ i < a. 
Define subsets B .. (0 ~ i,j < y, i* j) of S as follows: 
1, J 
-1 B .. = e .+.(1) 
1, J y. 1 J 
Define subsets A .. ('0 ~ i ~ a, 0 ~ j < y) of S as follows: 
1, J 
-1 
A 0, j = e 2 . (1) , 
y fa· J 
A· 1 r= [ V (A . . I\A. kl\B· k) JV[ A e -1 (l)L It ,J Oo<k/ 1, J 1, J, OO<ko< ·+1 ~ .... y ~ ~1 2 ·+k 
k*j y+a'J 
and, if i is a limit ordinal, 
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A. = 1\ A k · • 1,J l~k<i ,J 
Let F be the field of subsets of S weakly y-generated by 
{ B . . : 0 ~ i, j < y, i * j } V {A. .: 0 ~ i ~ 0., 0 ~ j < y}. Then F is 
1, J 1, J 
a Boolean algebra in which we denote union and intersection by U and 
n, respectively (where U and n coincide with V and 1\ , respec-
ti vely, when applied to finite collections) . 
Lemma 1. If 0 ~ k < i ~ 0., 0 ~ j < y, then A .. is properly 
1, J 
contained in A k .• 
oJ 
P r oof. Supp ose that i < h implies A .. ~ Ak . for all k ~ i 
1, J • J 
(this is obviously true for h;: I). If h is a Trivially Ah . ~ Ah .• 
, J , J 
limit ordinal, then Ah . = A Ah . ~ Ak . for all k < h. 
,J k<h ' J , J 
If h is not 
a limit o r dinal, then 
Ah . ;: [ V 
, J l~k<y 
k*j 
But it ' is obvious that 
V (Ah _l .A A h _l kl\B . k) ~ ~-l . o ~k < Y , J ,J, , J 
k*j 
If h-l is not a limit ordinal, then 1\ e -~ (I) ~ 1\_ e - ~ ElF ~ 
l ~k~h Y +o.· j+k l~k>h - l y + 0.' j+k 
A h .r1, j' so ~hI j~ A h _1, j' F i nally, if h:'l is a limit or dinal, then 
1\ e-1 (I) ~ A e -~ (l) for all k' < h-l, so 
l ~i~h Y +o.·j+k l ~k~k D+l Y +o..j+k 
/\ e -2 (I) ~ A k , 1 . for all k' < h-l. But, if k' is a limit l ~k~h y +o..j+k t ,J 
or/\dinalless than h-l, Ak'+l,j ~ Ak',j by induction. Thus 
-1 1\ -1 e 2 (I) ~ A k , . for all k' < h-l, so e 2 (I) ~Ah_l .• l ~k~h Y +o.·j+k ' J l~k~h Y +o..j+k ,J 
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Thus A h , j ~ A h _l , r But by indu ction A h _l , j ~ A k , j for all k ~ h-l, 
so Ah . ~ Ak . for all k < h. We hav e thu s proved, b y induction, tha t 
, J , J 
k > i implies A . . ~ Ak .. 
1, J , J 
To show that the inclusion is proper, let k be g iven and define 
a f unction f from. 13 to { O,l} as follows: 
f(-/ +a.j + h) = 1 for 0 ~ h ~ k, and 
f = 0 otherwise. 
If k is not a lim.it ordinal, then f is an elem.ent of 
so f is an elem.ent of Ak .. 
,J 
/\ e - ~ (1), 
l~h~k -y +a· j+h 
If k is a lim.it ordinal, then f is an 
1\ e -~ (1) for all t ~ k,so f is an elem.ent of 
l ~h~t+l -y +a· j+h 
elem.ent of 
At+l, j for all t < k, and hence of At, j for all t < k. Thus f is an ele-
m.ent of A k . . But f is not an elem.ent of B. h for any h < -y, s i n c e ,J J, 
f(-y. j+h) :: 0, and i is not an elem.ent of /\ e -~ (1), since 
l ~h~k+l -y +a' j+h 
f(-y2+a • j +h+l) = O. Hence f is not an elem.ent of Ak+l,j' and therefore 
is not an elem.ent of A . . for any i :;:;' k+l. Therefore Ak . properly 
. 1, J , J 
contains A . . for all i > k, and the lem.m.a is proved. 
1, J 
Lem.m.a 2. Every ele m.ent of F can be written in the form. 
v x ), 
ZEZ y,z 
y 
where the x are chosen from. a s ubset of {A . . }V {A~ .}V { B .. }s{ B~ .} y,z 1,J 1,J 1,J 1,J 
which has cardinality less than -y (the s ubset varies with the elem.ent). 
Proof. We m.u.st show that elem.ents of the stipulated form. are 
closed under intersection and unions of less than -y elements, and also 
closed under complem.entation. That they are closed under intersections 
follows from the re gularity o f -y . To show that they are closed under 
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unions, note that by distributivity A. ( V x ) = V ( 1\ x . ) ~bv ZEZ y, Z </JdIZ YEY y, </J (y ) 
y YEY Y 
where the x "'() COlTle frolTl the salTle set as t h e x • But elelTlents y,,!, y y,z 
of the forlTl V (1\ x z), with the salTle restriction on the x , 
YEY ZEZ y, y, Z 
Y 
are closed under unions, again by the regularity of y. Then another 
application of the distributive law returns us to the original forlTl. To 
show that elelTlents of the stipulated forlTl are closed under cOlTlplelTlen-
tation, note that [1\ (V x z)]c = V (A xK~ z) . An application of 
yEY ZEZ y, YEY ZEZ ' 11 
Y Y 
the distributive law returns us to the original forlTl. Thus the le=a 
is proved. (Note that we have also proved that every elelTlent of F can 
be written as V (1\ x ), with the salTle restriction on the x ). 
yE Y Z E Z y, Z y, Z 
Y 
Le=a 3. If 0 ~ i < n, 0 ~ j < y, then 
A'+l .= U 
1 • J l ~k<y (A . . n A . k
n B . k) 1,J 1, J, 
k*j 
Proof. We lTlust show that A ' +l . , obviously an upper bound, 1 ,j 
is the least upper bound of {{A . . n A . k n B . kl: O ~ k < y , k *- j} in F. 1,J 1, J , 
Suppose x in F is an upper bound for this collection. We have , frolTl 
LelTllTla 2, that x = /\ ( V x ), with the stip ulated restriction on the 
yEY ZEZ y, Z 
x • Then each V x Yis an upper bound for this collection. If 
y,z Zf:Z y,z 
we can prove that eac~ V 
ZE Z 
Y 
tain A . +1 . , and we are done. 
1 , J 
x y,z contains A . +1 ., then x will con-1 ,j 
(Note that the stipulated restriction on 
the x ilTlplies that Z lTlay be assUlTled to have cardinality less than y,z y 
y.) 
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Let us therefore asswne that 
A = {V A )V( V A C )V ( V B )V( V B~ ), 
P<)'l m p' np P<)'2 pp'qp P<)'3 r p' sp P<)'4 p' up 
where )'1')'2')'3')'4<)" is an upper bound for {(Ai,jn Ai , kn Bj,k: O"';;k<)',k;tj }. 
We wish to prove that A;;' A . +1 .• Without loss of generality we may 1 , J 
c 
assume that )'2> 0, p = i+1, and q = j, since A.+1 . is disjoint from o 0 1 , J 
A·+1 .• 1 , J 
Let >.. = max (sup n , sup q , sup s , sup t , sup u ) + 1. Since 
P<)'l p. P<)'2 P p<y~ P P.<Y4 P P<Y4 P 
Y is regular. >.. is less than )'0 Now deflne a function f from /3 to 
{O, I} as follows: 
2 f{y +aoq + k) = 1 for 0 ..,;; k < min (p +1. a), 0 ..,;; P < y 2 ; 
P P / 
and 
f{), 0 t + u ) = 1 for 0 ..,;; P < Y4 j 
P P 
f{y2+ao>"+k) = 1 for O"';;k"';;ij 
f{y 0 j + >.) .. 1; 
f = 0 otherwis eo 
Sin ce f(y. j+>..) :II 1, f is III e -1 . + (I), so f is in 
YOJ >.. 
that >.. > q = j)o Since f{)'2+ao>.. +k) :;: 1 for 0 ..,;; k ..,;; i, f 
o 
for 0 ..,;; k ..,;; i, and hence in A . ," Since f{y2+ao q +k) = 1 
1,A 0 
B. , J,A 
(note 
-1 is m e 2 (1) 
)' +ao>.. +k 
for 0"';; k ..,;; p • 
o 
where p =i+1 and q =j, f is in e -~ (I) for O"';;k"';;i+l, so 
o 0 /\ FD fy~aoj+k 
f is in A .. 0 Hence f is in A ." A., B." and hence f must 1,J 1,J l,A J,A 
be in Ao 
2 Since f()' +ao q +k) = 1 for 0 ..,;; k < min (p +1, a), 0"';; P < )'2' we 
P P 
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have that f is ln 1\ for 0 ~ p < Y2' so e -~ (1) 
l~k<minEpp+lIaF y +a' qp +k 
f is in for 0 ~ p < Y2' Thus f is not in 
Since f(y,t +u ) = 1 for 0 ~ p < Y4' p p 
-1 f is ln e t + (l) for y' u p p 
o ~ p < y 4 ' so f is ln B t ,u 
P P 
for 0 ~ p < y 4' Thus f is not in 
v 
There are two remaining possibilities: f is ln V Br s' 
M~m<vP p' P 
or f is in Suppose f is in V A 
m n l~m<vl p' P 
for some (J" with 0 ~ (J" < Y3' f is lil B 
r(J",s(J" 
V B Then, 
r ,s M~m<vP P P 
Thus f(y' r +s ) = 1. (J" (J" 
But, since A. > s , this implies that r = t , s = u , for some 7' with (J" (J" 7' (J" 7' 
But then we have A ~ B V B VBc = r(J",s(J" r ,s r ,8 (J" (J" (J" (J" 
s ~ A . +1 ., and we are done , 
1 , J 
Now suppose f is in 
f is in A 
m ,n (J" (J" 
V A Then,for some (J" with 
. m n l~m<vl p' P 
If A ~ A c then 
m(J"' n(J" 
Suppose A f A c ., 
rna' n(J" 
Then let Tr be the smallest ordinal such that there exists an ordinal 
e *- A. with f in A TT , e but A f A;, e (since A. > n ,m is such an (J" (J" 
ordinal) , Now 1r cannot be 0; if it we r e, f in A e would imply 
0, 
2 f(y +a' e) = 1. . This, since e *- A., would imply that there exists a (J" 
with 0 ~ (J" < y 2 such that q = e. (J" 
contradiction. Also 'If cannot be a limit ordinal; if it we r e, t he 
minimality of 'IT would imply that A ~ A~f e for all 17' with 0 ~qq f< TT. 
, 
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But then A ~ V A c, e'" A C e' a contradiction. l~ TqD< 1T 7T, 7T, 
Thus 7T: ""t1. There are then two possibilities: f is in 
or f is in V (A7T' SAA7T' .kABs k). Suppose 
l~k<DED , , 
" -1 I \ e 2 (1) , 
l~k~ Tq '( t a· Stk 
k#S 
Then f( '(2 ta' St,;) '" 1. Since S *" A that f is in " -1 I \ e 2 (1). 
l~k~ TfD '( ta · Stk 
this implies that, for some (J" with 0 ~ (J" < '(2' we have 'lo-= S, P(J" ~ 7T. 
\ C c But then A ~ A = ~ A S' a c ontradi ction. 
p (J"' \,. 17, 
Now suppose f is in V (A7T' j\A'1(' kl\B S k)' l~k<DE , , , Then, for 
k*S 
some k' with 0 ~ k' < '(, k' *" S, we have that f is in 
A 7T " p~1T" k'fws, k" We distinguish two further c ases : k'*" A and 
k' '" A. Suppose k' *" A. Since f is in A 17 , S' a nd 7T was c hosen mini-, 
c 
mal, we must have A ~ A , S. 7T , Since f is in A'JI", k" where k'*" A, 
must have A ~ A~" k" Since f is in 
BS k" we must have f('(' Stk') = 1. This implies, since k' *" A, that 
, 
and 17 was chosen minimal, we 
for some (J" with 0 
A ::. B C - B C ~ t u - e k" 
IT' (J" , 
contradiction. 
~ (J" < '(4 we have t = e, u = k '. 
a- (J" 
Thus A ~ EA~" e V A~" k'V B~I k') 
But then 
c ~ A e' a 7T, 
F inally suppose k' = A. Since f is in Be, k' = Be, A' we must 
have f(y etA) = 1. But since A> sup u , this implies that e = j . Thus 
1'<'(4 p 
A i- A~ ' . But w e know that A ~ A c = A~+1 '. Thus 17 > i+1, or 
, J Po' qo 1, J 
Since f is in A'1(', k'= A"",A' f must therefore be ln A itl, A' 
" -1 I \ e 2 (1), 
l~k~ itl '( ta· Atk 
In other words, f is either in or f is in 
If f is in A e -~ (1), then 
l~k~ i+l '( ta'Atk 
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f(y2 +a • A+i +l) = 1. But, since 
other hand, if f is In V 
l ~k<Ds 
k#A 
A > sup q , this is irn.possible. On the 
P<'V 2 P 
(A . ,/\ A . k/\B, k)' then for some kll 
lI~ 1, ~I 
with 0 ~ ktt < 'V, kll *- A, we know that f is in B A, kll' Thus 
But, s inc e A > sup t , this is impossible. 
P<'V 4 P 
The existenc e 
of 1T has thus led to a contradiction, and the proof of Lemma 3 is com-
plete. 
We note that, if 0 ~ i ~ a, 0 ~ j < 'V. and i is a limi t 0 rdinal. 
the n A . . = /\ Ak . = n Ak .• 
1,J l ~k<i ,J l ~k<i ,J 
Let us write F = F t o indicate its dependence on 'V and a. 
'V,a 
* completion of F by F • 
'V,a 'V,a Then we denote the normal 
/ 
* Theorem 3. F'V, a' and hence F 1 is completely generated by 
'V. a 
{A K:l ~j<Ds} V {B . . :l ~ i, j <'V. i *- j }, 
0, J 1, J 
and has cardinality at least a. 
Proof. From Lemma 3 it follows that {A .} V { B .. } 
o. J 1. J 
com-
* pletely generates F ,and hence F • From Lemma 1 it follows that, 
'V,a 'V,a 
for fixed j, the A .. for 0 ~ i ~ a are pairwise unequal. Thus F I,J 'V,a 
* and hence F ,have cardinality at least a. 
'V. a 
Theorem 4. There is no free complete Boolean algebra on w 
complete g enerators. 
* Proof. F is completely generated by 
w,a 
{A K :l ~j<w} V { B . . :l ~ i, j <w, i *- j} a set of cardinality w. Also 
0 , J 1, J 
* F has cardinality at least a. Hence there exist complete Boolean 
w,a 
alg ebras with w complete generators of arbitrarily lar ge cardinality. 
Alternatively, c onside r the valuation f such that f(a .) = A . 
o,J o,J 
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for 0 -'S; j < w and feb .. ) "" B . . for 0 -'S; i,j?< w, i* j. Then, by 
1, J 1 , J 
* Lemma 3, f (a .. ) = A .. for 0 -'S; i -'S; a., 0 -'S; j < w. Hence, for fixed 
1, J 1, J 
j, we conclude from Lemma 1 that the 
pairwise unequal. 
a. . for all ordinals 
1, J i are 
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V. WEAK (a, (3) DISTRIBUTIVITY 
In this chapter we generalize the results of Chapter 4. We shall 
be concerned with Boolean algebras in which a certain type of distribu-
tive law holds. 
Definition 1. A Boolean algebra B is said to be weakly (a, (3) 
distributive, where a and 13 are cardinals with a ~ w and 13 ~ 2, if 
the followin g identity is valid whenever Y has cardinality less then a, 
Z has cardinality at most 13, and all the U's and n 's exist in B: 
n(ux )=u(nXA,) 
YEY ZEZ y, Z q,EZ Y YEY y, 'I'(y) 
N0te that this identity implies its dual and vice versa. 
/ 
If B is weakly (a, (3) distributive for all 13, then it is said to 
be weakly (a,oo) distributive. 
A complete weakly (a, (3) distributive Boolean algebra B is 
said to be a free complete weakly (a, (3) distributive Boolean algebra 
on -y complete generators if B contains a subset A of cardinality 
-y which completely generates B, and if every mapping f of A onto 
a subset A' of a complete weakly (a, (3) distributive Boolean algebra 
B' which completely generates B' can be extended to a complete homo-
morphism f* of B onto B ~ K 
Replacing (a, (3) by (a, co) everywhere in the above definition, 
we obtain the definition of a free complete weakly (a, 00) distributive 
Boolean algebra on -y complete generators. 
We can define a new equality on polynomials III B(-y) as follows: 
-Z9-
A!, A Z in B(y) are equal (a,j3) if and only if, for every valuation f 
from {a . :O""; i < y} into a complete weakly (a,j3) distributive Boolean 
1 
* * algebra, f (AI) = f (A Z)' Then the statements of Chapter Z carryover, 
i. e. the following are equivalent: B(y) (after the identification of equal 
(a,j3) elements) is a set; B(-y) (after the same identification) is a free 
complete weakly (a, 13) distributive Boolean algebra on y complete 
generators; there exists a free complete weakly (a, 13) distributive 
Boolean algebra on y complete generator s; and the cardinality of com-
plete weakly (a, 13) distributive Boolean algebras with y complete 
generators is bounded. 
Defining equal (a,oo) in the obvious way, the above statements 
carryover if (a. 13) is replaced by (a, 00) everywhere. 
We wish to investigate the existence of a free complete weakly 
(a,j3) distributive Boolean algebra on y complete generato·r s . T heorem 1 
which was first proved by Tarski (10), s e ttles the question for y < a. 
Theorem 1. If y < a, the free complete weakly (a, 13) distribu-
tive Boolean algebra on y complete generators is isomorphic to the 
collection of all subsets of a set of cardinality zy. 
Proof. Let B be any complete weakly (a, j3) distributive 
Boolean algebra with !.'he y complete g enerators {x. ~l "";i<y} •. T h en. applying 
1 
the distributive law, we obtain 
I = n 
O"";i<\I 
where x . .1. ( ' ) = x. if 
I, 'i' 1 1 
any cjJ in zy. Then 
cjJ(i) = 0, and x . .1.(' ) :;: x: if cjJ(i) = 1. Now choose 
I, 'i' l 1 
n x is either contained in or disjoint to 
0 "::"< i, cjJ (i) ~ 1 Y 
each x . 
1 
a nd each c x . • 
1 
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The collecti on of all elements in B which 
e ither contain or are disjoint to n x . A. { . } are easily see n to form 
0 ,,::. .< 1.'1' 1 ~ 1 Y 
a comple te sub-algebra of B containing the x . , and hence must include 
1 
all of B. Thus n x . .1.( . ) is either 0 or an atom in B. Thus I 
0 ,,::.. < 1,'1'1 ~ 1 Y 
is a union of not more than zy atoms, so B is isomorphic to the 
collecti"on of all subs ets of a set of cc..rdinality at mo st Z y. On the 
other hand, the Boolean algebra of all subsets of ZY is weakly (a, (3) 
completely generated by { e~lEl}: 0 .,,;; i < y}. The 
1 
distributiv e and is 
-1 
e . {1} to x . for each i < Y extends naturally to 
1 1 
mapping f taking 
* a complete homomorphism f • so Theorem 1 is proved. 
We now suppose that y ;:. a, and ask if there exists a free com-
p1ete weakly (a. 00) distributive Boolean algebra on y complete 
/ 
generators. It is easily seen that, if a is a singular cardinal. weak 
{a, 00) distributivity implies weak {a +, oo} distributivity in a complete 
Boolean algebra. m ere a + is the smallest cardinal greater than a. 
We thus assume that a is regular. If we can show that, for y = a. 
such an algebra does not exist, the question will be settled for all y ;:' a. 
We therefore suppose that y is an infinite regular cardinal. 
and prove that there does not exist a free complete weakly (y.oo) dis-
tributive Boolean algebra on y complete generators. Our method will 
be a direct extension of that of Chapter 4. 
We first choose an ordinal indexed collection of polynomials in 
B{y} which we wish to p.rove pairwise unequal (y.oo). First we relabel 
the generators as {a . :O "';;j<y}V{b .. :0 "';; i,j <y. it' j}. 
0, J 1, J Then we define 
polynomials a . .• where i is arbitrary and j < y, as follows: 
1. J 
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a. +1 . == U {a . . na . knb . k: l ~k<-yI k "* j}. 
1 • J 1,] 1. J. 
and. if i is a limit ordinal. 
a .. == n {ak K :l ~k<i}K 1. J , J 
Thus the polynomials are obvious generalizations of those in Chapter 4. 
Now. for any infinite cardinal a.. consider the valuation f from 
{a .} V {b .. } 
o. J 1, J 
* to F defined by 
,(.a. f(a .) = A . and o.J o.J f(b .. ) = B ..• 1. J 1. J 
It follows from Lemma 3. Chapter 4. * that f (a. .) = A . . 
1. J 1. J 
for 0 ~ i ~ a.. 
o ~ j < '{. Moreover. from Lemma 1. Chapter 4. the A .. for fixed j 
1. J 
a n d for 0 ~ i < a. are pairwise u n equal. All that remains (to show the 
a .. for fixed j are pairwise unequal ('{.oo)) is to show that F* is 
I.J ,{.a. 
weakly ('{.oo) dist.ributive. This will also, of course. show that there 
exist complete weakly (,{,oo) distributive Boolean algebras on '{ com-
plete * generators of arbitrarily large cardinality (namely the F ). 
,{.a. 
* To show that F is weakly (Y. 00) distributive it is sufficient 
,{.a. 
to show that F is weakly ('{.oo) distributive. (Pierce. (11) ). 
,{.a. 
Theorem 2. F is weakly ('{.oo) distributive. 
,{.a. 
Proof. Let us assume the contrary. Then. for some cardinal 
'{o < '{. and for some choice of elements x P. Y in F,{. a.' we ha v e 
(U x )* U (nx ). 
yEY p. Y t/JEY'{o p<'{ p. t/J(p) 
o 
where the U 's and n 's all exist in F • 
,(.a. 
contains each n x we know that 
p<'{ P. t/J(p)' 
o 
But. since 
n (U x F ~ U ( 
p<'{ yEY p. Y t/JEY'{o 
o 
n x ,j, ) 
p<'{ P. 'P(p) 
o 
each U x 
YEY P. Y 
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It therefore follows that 
(1) n (Ux » U ( 
p<y y€Y p. Y CPEYYO 
o 
n x ) 
p<y P. cp(p) 
o 
Let us denote n (U x ) 
p<y YEY p. Y 
o 
by b and U (n x A. ) 
CPEYYo p<y p, ,!,(p) 
o 
by d. Inters ecting both sides of (1) c by d • we obtain 
This is of the forrn of (1), and each den (n x cp(» = O. We may 
p<y p, P 
thus assume, in (1), that each n x cp();: 0 0 • Now intersect both 
p<y p, P 
o 
sides of (1) by b. This gives 
This is of the form (1), and each U (bnx ) = b; also, each 
y€Y p, y 
h(l (n x cp(» = O. We may thus assume that, in (1), the U x 
p<y p, P YEY p, Y 
o 
are all equal, and that each n x A.();: O. 
p<y p,,!, P 
o 
From Lemma 2 of Chapter 4 it follows that each element of 
F can be written as a set union of elements of the form y,a. 
where Yl' Y2' Y3' Y4 < y. Now, for each (J" < Yl' w rite 
-33-
(This follows from A . . = /\ Ak . if i is a limit ordinal.) Then we 
1, J k<i ' J 
have 
1\ 
( 1\ Br s )/\.( /\ B~ u) 
rr<y 3 rr' rr rr<y 4 rr' rr 
Now let 
q, = II [{ (Ak I\. A kc +1 ):m ~ k<a } V {A }] • 
< 
,n ,n rr a,n 
rr Yl rr rr rr 
Then, by distributivity, 
Thus each element of F can be written as a set union of elem ents of y,a 
the form (2), with the added condition (condition C) that for each rr < Yl 
such that m < a there exists a .,. < Y2 such that m +1 = P , n = q_. rr rr .,. rr , 
Now write each x in (1) in this fashion, i. e. x = p,y p,y 
V X , where x is of the form (2) with condition C. Let 
ZEZ p,y,z p,y,z 
p,y 
q,1 = II {x :YEY, ZEZ }. Then we have 
p<y p,y,z p,y 
o 
n u x ) > U n cjJ (p) ) 
p<y YEY p,y,z cjJE q,1 p<y 
0 ZEZ 0 
P.Y 
where the U x are all equal, the n cjJ(p) are all 0, and 
YEY P. z, Y p<y 
ZEZ 0 
p, Y 
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each x is of the forIn (2) with condition C. p,y,z 
We thus aSSUIne that in (1) each n x IjJ ( ) = 0, all the 
p<y p, P 
o U x are equal, and each x is of the forIn (2), with condition C. 
y€'Y p, Y p, Y 
For convenience aSSUIne Y is well ~rderedK Now define eleInents 
y (0 ~ p < y ) in Y by induction as follows: p 0 
y = the first y in Y such that x "* 0 (since 
o O,y U x > 0, y€Y 0, Y 
such a y Inust exist) 
o 
y = the first y p in Y such that (D x k )nx "* 0, p 'Yk p,y 
if no such y exists, y = y • p 0 
or, 
The function IjJ such that ljJ (p) = y for 0 ~ p < y lies in p 0 
yYo, Thus n x :; 0, Let Po be the sInallest p ~ Yo such 
p<y p,yp 
that n ~ ~ ~K 
k<p , Yk 
pI < 
Suppose p 
o 
p , n x "* 
o k<pl k, Yk 
fore, by continuity, 
is not a liInit ordinal, i. e. p = p 1+1. Then, 
o 
O. But n x k ~ U x = U XI' k<p 1 , Yk y€Y 0, Y y€Y p, Y 
since 
There-
(n x ) n( U XI) = n x "* O. 
k<pl k, Yk y€Y P , Y k<pl k, Yk 
Thus, for SOIne Y in Y, and hence for Y It we have p 
Thus we have that n x 
k<p k, Yk 
o 
"* 0, a contra-
Now suppose that Po is a liInit ordinal. We shall exaInine 
n ~ Inore 
k<p , Yk 
o 
with condition C. 
closely. For each k < P , x k is of the forIn (2), o 'Yk 
Thus, forIning the intersection n x forInally 
k<p k, Yk 
o 
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(remember Po < '(, so n ~ = 1\ 
k<p , Yk k<p 
x k ), and reindexing the 
'Yk 
o 0 
terms, we can write 
n ~ = ( 1\ Am n )/\( 1\ Apc q )/\( 1\ Br s)/\ (1\ B~ u) 
k<p 'Yk CT<,( CT' CT CT<,( CT' CT CT<,( CT' CT CT<,( CT' CT 
o 1 2 3 4 
with '(1' '(2' '(3' '(4 < '(, where each term occurs in the representation 
(in the form (2), with condition e) of x k for some 
'Yk 
k < P 0 
o 
Now construct a function f in 2 13 as follows: 
f('(2+ ao n +x) = 1 for 0 ~ x < min (m +1, a), 0 ~ CT < '(1' 
CT CT 
f('(o r + s ) = 1 for 0 ~ CT < '(3 ' 
CT CT 
and f = 0 otherwiseo 
is In 
1\ -1 e 2 (1), 
l~x<minEm +l,a) '( +aon +x 
CT CT 
Since, for 0 ~ CT < '(1' f is in 
Since for 0 ~ CT < '(3' f .. -1 (1) f IS In e + ' 
'(orCT SCT 
Then, since n x = 0, 
k<p k'Yk 
o 
f cannot lie in both 
Thus f is either In V B t u 
CT<'(4 CT' CT 
or 
CT<,( 2 
Suppose f i s in B t , u 
CT CT 
Then, for some CT with 
o ~ CT < '(4' f('(o t +u ) = l. CT CT Therefore there exists a T with 0 ~ T < '(3 
such that r = t , s ... = u 0 But B occurs as a term in the repre-
T CT • CT r
T
, sT 
se n tation (in the form (2), with condition e), of ~ for some 
, Yk 
k < P • say k = k_ o Likewise B C occurs as a term in the repre-o -1. t , u 
CT CT 
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sentation of x for some k < Po' say k = k Z• 
n k'Yk 
Then 
x k k<maxE~I k Z)+1 ' Yk 
max E~I k Z) + 1 < Po' 
<:;B ABc 
r,s t,u 
T To-o-
'"' 0, a contradiction, since 
and Po was chosen minimal. 
Finally suppose f is in V Then, for some 0- with 
0-<,( Z 
Suppose, for some 
We know that A c 
po-,qo-
occurs as a term in the 
representation (in the form (Z), withncondition C) of x k , Yk for some 
k < Po' say k"~I But then x k <:; A I\Ac = O. k<max{pl, ~F+1 ' Yk Po-' qo- Po-' qo-
This is a contradiction, since max (p fI~F + 1 < Po' and Po was chosen 
minimal. Thus, for all . pi < p, n x k >/ A • o k<pl , Yk Po-' qo-
Now let i be the smallest ordinal less than or equal to a. such 
that there exists a j, o <:; j < '(, with f in A . . but, for all pi < Po' 
1, J 
n x k >/ A .. (p k<pl 'Yk 1,J 0- is such an ordinal). 
Since f is in A . . , f is in A ., and hence f{'(Z+o.. j) = 1. 
1, J 0, J 
Thus there exists a T < '(1 such that n
T 
= j. Then A must occur 
m.,., n.,. 
as a term in the representation (in the form {Z} , with condition C) of 
x k for some k < Po' say k:z ~o If i:l 0, then 
, Yk n x <:; A <:; A ., a contradiction, sinc e k l +1 < po. Sup-k<~ +1 k, Y k m T , n.,. 0, J 
pose i is a limit ordinal. Since n x 
k<kl+1 k, Yk 
1 A. ., we must have 
1, J 
m ... < i. Moreover, it follows from condition C that A c lS a term 
• m +1, n 
.,. .,. 
in x k • lDv~ 
mality of i, 
But m +1 < i and f is in A Hence, by the mlnl-T m +1, n • 
.,. .,. 
there exists a pi < Po such that n x k <:; A +1 • k<pl , Yk m T , n T 
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But then n x ~A I\Ac =0, a contra-k y m +1, n m +1, n k<fnaxEpDI~F+1 ' k 'T 'T 'T 'T 
diction, since max EpDI~F + 1 < po. 
The only remaining alternative is that i = i' + 1. There are 
then two possibilities: f is in 1\ e -~ (1), or f is in 
k~i y + a.. j+k 
V (A., .!\A., kl\B. k). If f is In 1\ e -~ (1), then 
o ~k<y 1, J 1 , J, k ~i Y +0.. j +k 
k*j 
f(y2+0.. j-ti) = 1. Thus there exists a a < Y1 such that no = j, m(i;;' i. 
But A occurs as a term in the representation (in the form (2) 
rna, no 
with condition C) of x k for some k < P , say k = k2" Thus 
'Yk 0 n a contradiction, since 
V (A . , ./\A., kl\B. k). 
o ~k<y 1, J 1 , J, 
Now suppose f is In Then 
k*j 
there is a k' with 0 ~ k' < y. kl * j, such that f is in 
A., .I\A ., kD~· kl. l,J I, J, 
P If, pm < Po such that 
Since f is in B. kit 
J, 
that rX. = j, Sx. = k'. 
Since i was minimal and 
n x ~ A . , . and 
k< p D k. Y k 1 , J 
i' < i, there exist 
~ A·f k'. 1 , 
fey· j +k') = 1. Thus there exists a X. < Y.3 such 
Then B occurs as a term in the represen-
rX., Sx. 
tation (in the form (2), with condition C) of x k for some k < p , 
'Yk 0 
say k = k 3 • But then 
n x k ~ (A . , .I\A., kt/v.. k') ~ A .. J k<max(p.,pm,k
3
}+1 'Yk l,J I, J, 1,J 
a contradiction, since max (pD, pm, k3) + 1 < po. 
Thus our original assumption, that F is not weakly (y, co) y,o. 
distributive, has led to a contradiction, and Theorem 2 is proved. 
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TheoreITl 3. If y is an infinite regular cardinal, then there 
does not exist a free cOITlplete weakly (y, co) distributive Boolean 
algebra on y cOITlplete generators. 
Proof. TheoreITl 3 follows froITl the reITlarks preceding TheoreITl 
2 and Theo r eITl 2 itself. 
-39-
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